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Dear Student 

Welcome to the Blue School Sixth Form. 

At The Blue, we believe in being the best you can in all aspects of your life.  That applies particularly to our Sixth 

Form students in whom we take great pride. 

Our Sixth Form has a fabulous ethos with a prevailing atmosphere of high expectation, collegiality and success.  

This is shared by students and staff and is a significant factor in securing remarkably high levels of achievement 

over a long period of time.  We are extremely fortunate in attracting motivated and committed students who, 

when supported by our high quality teachers, make excellent progress.  Those choosing The Blue can be           

confident that they are making a decision that will maximise their chances of achieving their best and that 

through this success they will secure opportunities to go on to their preferred choice of university, training or 

employment.    

As well as a being able to choose from a very wide range of courses, our students also enjoy a first class learning 

environment.  In recent years our campus has benefited from extensive investment, much of which has been  

targeted at the Sixth Form.  As well as enjoying specialist facilities in all curriculum areas, our Sixth Form also 

have a dedicated Sixth Form Centre, providing areas for group and individual study as well as relaxation.  Staff 

are always available in the centre to offer advice, guidance and exceptional pastoral care. 

Together with success in chosen subjects we believe that it is fundamentally important that all students should 

have an enjoyable and fulfilling experience during the sixth form.  We have introduced the Extended Project 

Qualification (see page 46 for further details) to offer students the opportunity for in depth study of a chosen 

subject and to support university applications.  In addition there is an extensive and varied extra-curricular      

programme which includes drama and music productions, residential visits, field trips, international expeditions, 

competitions and community service.  Our excellent sports facilities also provide the chance to participate in a 

wide range of games and activities. 

The high proportion of our Year 11 who choose to continue their studies at The Blue are joined by a significant 

and increasing number of students from other schools and colleges across the region.  If you are interested in 

hearing more about the range of opportunities at The Blue and would like more information or a tour of the 

school, please do not hesitate to contact our Sixth Form team. 

We look forward to sharing in your future success. 

Yours sincerely 

         

 

 
 
Mark Woodlock 
Headteacher 

FOREWORD 

The Blue School 

Kennion Road 

Wells  BA5 2NR 

Tel: 01749 678799 

Website: www.theblueschoolwells.co.uk 
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APPLICATIONS  
 
 The Sixth Form Open Evening is taking place on 17th November 2021.  Subject presentations are 

also available by clicking on the links in this prospectus.  Please see individual subject areas. 
 
 Copies of the Sixth Form Application Form are available from the Sixth Form section of our website 

www.theblueschoolwells.co.uk or via the Sixth Form Centre or Reception. 
 
 Completed applications forms should be returned to the school as soon as possible.  
 
 Guidance interviews will be arranged for all applicants.   
 
 Offers will be confirmed by post following the interviews. 
 
 The offer letter will confirm the courses that the school will be running in the sixth form. 
 
 Please note that it is the policy at The Blue to guarantee that the courses included in the offer letter 

will run regardless of take-up in both Y12 and Y13 of the sixth form.  Students can therefore be   
secure in the knowledge that they will be able to study all of their subjects to completion without 
the worry of courses being cut. 

 
 We are always happy to accommodate interest from external candidates or those wishing to join 

mid-year.  Please contact the school on 01749 678799 to speak with a senior member of staff. 
 
 

http://www.theblueschoolwells.co.uk/
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ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 2022 

All applications are subject to a successful interview and the following requirements: 
 
Sixth Form entry: 
 All students must have 5 GCSE grades at 4 or above (including English and maths). 
 Only one GCSE resit in either English or maths will be allowed. 
 To be eligible for a GCSE resit, the student must have scored in the upper band of grade 3 in that 

subject. 
 
Subject entry: 
A GCSE grade 5 or above in the relevant subject that you wish to take or a teacher recommendation. 
 
In those subjects students will not have studied before: 
 A grade 5 or above, or a teacher recommendation, from a relevant GCSE subject. 
 Psychology: a grade 5 or above, or a teacher recommendation, in science. 
 Politics: a grade 5 or above, or a teacher recommendation, in history or English. 

 
ACCESS ARRANGEMENTS  
 
There will be a small number of students who may have had special access arrangements to help them 
complete their GCSEs, such as extra time, a reader or scribe.   
 
These will need to be reapplied for in the Sixth Form and any student who feels they are eligible should 
contact Mrs Ramsay, Team Leader—Learning Support. 
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A BRIEF GUIDE TO THE COURSES  

GCE Advanced Level - AL 
These are 2 year courses. 
 
Most students choose to continue 3 AL courses through to completion in Y13.  In certain circumstances 
it may be possible for students to study 4 AL courses. 
 
BTEC / CTEC Level Extended Certificate 
These are 2 year courses which are equivalent to 1 GCE A Level.  They are designed as specialist         
qualifications for students and have more continually assessed content with fewer terminal exams. They 
are highly valued by universities, further education colleges and employers. 
 
At The Blue School the timetable arrangements allow students to choose the BTEC Level 3 Subsidiary 
Diploma in IT or Extended Certificates in Business, Health & Social Care and Sport, together with 2      
additional courses.   
 
BTEC / CTEC Level 3 Extended Diploma 
These are 2 year courses which are equivalent to 3 GCE A Levels.  They are designed as specialist       
qualifications for students who have a clear view of their preferred pathway for university or future    
career.   
 
They are highly valued by universities, further education colleges and employers. 
 
At The Blue School, we offer Extended Diplomas in Health & Social Care and Sport.  It may be possible to 
study an A Level alongside an Extended Diploma.  We will offer an Extended Diploma in Business if there 
is sufficient interest. 
 
Level 3 Certificate in Maths 
This is a course for those who want to keep up valuable maths skills but who are not taking A Level 
Mathematics.  This is a 2 year course equivalent to half an A level. 
 
Designed to maintain and develop real-life mathematical skills - not purely theoretical or abstract      
concepts - the course will also help with other A Level subjects such as Business Studies, Geography,  
Psychology and Science. 
 
Extended Project Qualification 
This course involves a major piece of research, culminating in a project which may be an extended essay, 
product, presentation or event.  It encourages independent thinking at an advanced level. 
 
The EPQ is comparable to just over half an A level.   The course is growing in popularity nationally and is 
increasingly sought by universities.  It is highly valuable in preparation for applications.  See page 46 for 
further details. 

 

https://vimeo.com/475613483
https://vimeo.com/475613483
https://vimeo.com/475613483
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BIOLOGY (AQA) 

What exams and coursework are involved? 
The Biology course in Year 12 will cover 4 topics: 
Topic 1 Biological Molecules 
Topic 2 Cells 
Topic 3 Organisms exchange substances with their environment 
Topic 4 Genetic information  
 
In Year 13 Biology covers a further 4 Topics:  
Topic 5  Energy transfer in and between organisms  
Topic 6  Organisms respond to changes in their internal and external environments  
Topic 7  Genetic, populations, evolution and ecosystems  
Topic 8  The control of gene expression 
 
The A level grade is based three papers; paper 1 assesses topics 1-4 including relevant practical skills, it is 
2 hours, 91 marks and 35% of A-level. It is a made up of 76 marks from short and long answer questions 
and 15 marks from extended writing.  
 
Paper 2 follows the same pattern as paper 1 but assesses material from topics 5-8.  
 
Paper 3 is 2 hours, 78 marks and 30%; it is made up of 38 marks from structured questions including 
practical techniques, 15 marks from critical analysis of given experimental data and 25 marks for writing 
one essay from a choice of two titles. 
 
What opportunities are available to you after completing this course? 
Completing an A level in Biology could lead to a broad range of career opportunities in:  Nursing, Physio-
therapy, Medicine, Forensic Science, Sport Science, Pharmacology, Veterinary Medicine, Conservation, 
Zoology, Microbiology. 

What does this course involve? 
All Y12 students taking Biology will complete a two year linear 
course.  The course will present Biology as a subject that is high-
ly relevant to the world in which we live and which is an    inte-
gral part of that world.  They will cover many different areas of 
contemporary and    traditional Biology that will be presented in   
interesting and stimulating ways. 
 
How will you learn? 
Teaching will be split between two members of staff.  Each 
member of staff will be responsible for teaching a portion of the 
topics to be covered.  Learning will be active and include practi-
cal work, group discussion and the presentation of work to the 
rest of the group.  There will also be opportunities to research 
and write about current issues in Biology e.g. cloning, immuno-
logical developments. 

Click here to view our presentation. 

https://vimeo.com/475613483/86f65e8082
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BUSINESS — LEVEL 3 BTEC EXTENDED DIPLOMA / EXTENDED        

CERTIFICATE (EDEXCEL) 

This year, students have the option of studying either the Extended Diploma (which is the equivalent of 3 
A Levels) or the Extended Certificate (which is the equivalent of 1 A Level). 
 
Extended Diploma in Business 
 
Course structure  
This course is a stand-alone subject equivalent to three GCE A levels and now incorporates units of exter-
nal assessment alongside the existing internal assessment structure. The Extended Diploma meets entry 
requirements in its own right for learners who want to progress to higher education courses in business 
areas before entering employment. It can also support learners who want to progress directly to employ-
ment in job roles in business or business management and Higher Apprenticeships in the business sector.  
 
How will you learn?  
For each unit, students have to produce work showing that they can demonstrate the assessment criteria 
for that unit. There will be an opportunity to learn and acquire the skills of research, applied ICT, evalua-
tion and in-depth analysis techniques through work related contexts and personal investigation. Students 
will also develop time management and presentation skills as they undertake varied work both inde-
pendently and in pairs or as part of a small team. There will be guest speakers and visits to businesses 
which will be used as case studies within coursework.  
 
A variety of assessment approaches will be used, including producing a range of business documents, 
practical vocational activities, observation and photographic evidence. Not all assessment needs to be 
completed by written coursework.  
 
What exams and coursework are involved?  
The course is supported by assessment from 9 internal and 4 external units. Each external assessment for 
a BTEC National is linked to a specific unit. All of the units developed for external assessment allow learn-
ers to demonstrate breadth and depth of achievement. Each assessment is taken under specified condi-
tions, then marked by Pearson and a grade awarded. Learners must achieve all external units at a Pass 
grade or above to achieve the Extended Diploma. Learners are able to resit any external assessment that 
is below expectations however this can only be done once during the 2 year course. The coursework pro-
duced is internally assessed and externally moderated. All of the course units have clear assessment ob-
jectives easily understood by students, parents, employers and teachers.  
 
What does this course involve?  
The Extended Diploma contains 66% mandatory content alongside 42% external assessment. Equivalent 
in size to three A Levels, there are 13 units of which 7 are mandatory and 4 are external, which need to 
be studied alongside 6 optional units. The 4 externally assessed units are:  
 Developing a marketing campaign  
 Personal and business finance 
 Principles of management 
 Business decision making 
 
The remaining mandatory units include:  
 Exploring business 
 Managing an event 
 International business 
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The 6 optional units are selected for the students by the Business department and cover a wide range of 
business topics including recruitment, law, digital marketing, retail, Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), 
market research, human resources, accountancy and customer service. 
 
Who should take this course?  
This qualification is ideal for students who know that they wish to pursue a business related degree at 
university or who want to have a sound and recognised qualification for direct entry into employment 
whilst still retaining the option to take a Higher Education course in the future. The course provides the 
same UCAS tariff entry points as three separate GCE A levels but moreover, also equips students with the 
transferable skills required by employers in the competitive world of work. 
 
What opportunities are available to you after completing the course?  
This Business course provides a solid foundation for a wide variety of careers and higher education op-
portunities. Students who have taken this course have successfully progressed to Higher Education and 
employment. Many have taken business related university courses and have subsequently moved into 
managerial jobs within public relations and advertising, education and law.  
 
Extended Certificate in Business 
This is equivalent to one GCE A Level and comprises 4 units, 3 of which are mandatory and the 4th an op-
tional choice from a range of units.  Mandatory content is 83%; external assessment 58%. 
 
This will afford a basic introduction to Business with the external units covering a general overview of 2 
selected businesses (coursework), an analysis of marketing (board set case study under exam conditions) 
and a Finance examination at the end of Year 12. 
 
This course can be taken alongside a combination of our other courses. 

BTEC LEVEL 3 EXTENDED DIPLOMA / EXTENDED CERTIFICATE IN   

BUSINESS (CONTINUED) 

Click here to view our presentation. 

https://vimeo.com/646449040/9f5de7029c
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 CHEMISTRY (OCR—A) 

Studying Chemistry will develop your interest in, and enthusiasm for, this fascinating subject enabling 
students to better explain and understand the behaviour of matter in the world around us.  Problem  
solving is at the heart of all Chemistry and this course builds on many topics introduced at GCSE as well 
as introducing new and exciting content across the three main branches of Chemistry – inorganic, organic 
and physical.  The OCR Chemistry A specification offers a content-led approach covering a wide variety of 
key chemical concepts from atomic structure and the development of scientific theories to organic     
molecules and their synthesis.  Chemistry is a practical subject and as such experiments are integrated 
throughout the course and help bring the theory to life as well developing practical competence and  
confidence with clear knowledge and understanding of key scientific methods and techniques.   
 
This Chemistry course is widely accepted for further study for both scientific and non-scientific degree 
courses as one that develops a wide range of important analytical skills as well as demonstrating          
academic rigour.  The subject is highly regarded by The Russell Group and all leading universities.   
 
How will you learn? 
Students will be taught by two highly experienced A level teachers, and will encounter a wide variety of 
lessons – including practical skills, calculations based lessons, seminar type discussions, student     
presentations, modelling, ICT and research. Students will need to support lessons with guided               
independent study, allowing an in-depth focus on key topics. Teachers will also offer support sessions 
through the year as well as guided revision sessions nearer the exams. The chemistry workload is        
considerable but very rewarding, with challenging homework set each session. 
 
What opportunities are available to you after completing the course?  
An A level in Chemistry is essential for many science-based university courses, including medicine,       
veterinary science, chemistry, pharmacy, biochemistry, chemical engineering, forensic science and        
dietetics. It is also useful for students who plan to study physical, biological, environmental, engineering 
and other problem-solving related courses at university.  
 
Chemistry also opens doors to those who are undecided about future careers. It develops analytical skills 
and confidence in handling increasingly complex scientific apparatus and solving multi-step investigations 
all of which are transferable, making this a well-recognised qualification in the world of work.   
 

Is there a more vital subject to study at post-16 than Chemistry 
in today’s world? Chemists tackle important topics such as    
climate change, renewable energy, acidification of oceans,    
development of new materials such as graphene,                     
biotechnology, and of course medicine and pharmaceuticals. 
All of these have Chemistry at their core and studying the A lev-
el course will allow a deeper understanding of many of today’s 
issues.  
 
What does this course involve?  
This course has been designed to benefit students with an     
interest in physical and material sciences including (but not   
exclusively) those who will be taking a related topic at             
University, such as aspiring medics, vets, pharmacologists and 
engineers.  
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Students benefit from combining Chemistry with subjects that have a similar skills base, such as maths, 
physics and biology. It is also commonly taken as a lone science amongst humanities or arts-based         
subjects. However, Chemistry can be combined with many other A levels, keeping the door open to other 
career pathways, or simply for a love of the subject. 
 
What exams and coursework are involved?  
Chemistry OCR A is split into six modules.   
 Module 1 involves the development of practical skills and is covered throughout the duration of the 

two-year course.   
 Module 2 ‘Foundations in Chemistry’ and 
 Module 3 ‘Periodic Table and Energy’ and  
 Module 4 ‘Core Organic Chemistry’ are covered in Year 12.  
 Module 5 ‘Physical Chemistry and Transition Elements’ and  
 Module 6 ‘Organic Chemistry and Analysis’ are taught in Year 13 as well as key revision skills and 

techniques in preparation for exams.   
 
Practical assessment takes place in the form of internally assessed core practicals, a record of which is 
kept in the students’ lab book with students awarded an overall pass or fail for this component, all A level 
chemists should pass the Practical Endorsement with ease.  The course is assessed through terminal      
exams at the end of the second year of the course and there are three exam papers as follows: 

If you are interested in this subject, find out more by: 
Reading: 
 Chemistry Review 
 New Scientist 
Visiting / Browsing: 
 www.a-levelchemistry.co.uk 
 www.chemguide.co.uk 
 www.docbrown.info 
 www.creativechemistry.org.uk 

 CHEMISTRY (OCR—A) 

Click here to view our presentation. 

A Level Units % of A Level 

Paper 1: Periodic Table, Elements and Physical Chemistry 37% 

Paper 2: Synthesis and Analytical Techniques 37% 

Paper 3: Unified Chemistry 26% 

Practical Endorsement in Chemistry Reported separately 

http://www.a-levelchemistry.co.uk
http://www.chemguide.co.uk
http://www.docbrown.info
http://www.creativechemistry.org.uk
https://vimeo.com/646415007/1d295d69cc
https://vimeo.com/646415007/1d295d69cc/sch4504.somerset.gov.uk/dr/userdirs$/staff/Joanna.Stitch/Academies
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D&T FASHION AND TEXTILES (EDUQAS) 

How important is this course?   
Well, as the textile industry is worth $3 trillion and £46 billion a year in the UK alone, there certainly are a 
vast array of career opportunities around the world for you.  Or, you may be a learner who is creative but 
has an interest in business/marketing; this course will enable you to combine both areas of interest. 
 
What does the course involve? 
The structure may change slightly but we propose the following as a starting point: 
 
 
 
Year 12 will involve small projects to extend skill and 

knowledge and prepare for the coursework element of the course. High level clothing construction tech-
niques are taught, and this year students have trialled the art of ‘Draping on the Stand’ and Block Pattern 
Cutting - both undergraduate techniques - which they have relished exploring and manufacturing.   
 
You will use industry standard software CorelDraw to enable design ideas to be drawn and developed in 
new and exciting ways.  Stencils, patterns and fabric can be cut and engraved using the latest laser      
technology in the department (in the Textile studio). All this enables you to design and make in an         
innovative and sculptured way; this course is about thinking outside of the box, stretching creative 
boundaries and experimenting with a range of materials. You may also choose to use the 3D printer,    
designing your own fastenings and embellished applique components.  Most students prefer to focus on 
fashion, researching historical influencing, understanding who the ‘fashion designer’ is and making 
clothes that reflect Haute Couture.  This course allows you to concentrate wholly on fashion if you wish 
but not if your interests lie elsewhere in the textiles industry.  Opportunities as mentioned do arise if you 
wish to use fabrics with other D&T materials, thus emphasising the flexibility inherent in this course.  All 
products made are professionally worn and/or displayed each year in the summer term exhibition.   
 
 

 
 
 

This Design and Technology course is identical in structure to Product 
Design but focuses on fabric as a material.  It is an inspiring, rigorous 
and practical subject and one that will encourage you to use creativity 
and imagination when applying iterative design processes to the      
design and making cycle.  It requires you to solve real world design 
problems – this is a problem solving course - considering your own and 
others’ needs, wants and aspirations.  Textile materials may be the  
focus of this A Level but we positively encourage combining other 
product design materials – wood, metals, plastics - and processes, to 
bring about innovative products – all is accepted on this course.   

Click here to view our presentation. 

https://vimeo.com/475954183/268c688adf
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D&T FASHION AND TEXTILES (CONTINUED) 
What exams and coursework are involved? 
The course is assessed through two components: 

Subject Content: 
This is presented under seven main headings: 
 Designing and innovation – the design cycle 
 Materials and components  
 Practical Processes 
 Industrial and commercial practice – the manufacturing industry 
 Product analysis and systems – trends, intellectual property and ICT 
 Human responsibility – sustainability and service to the customer 
 Public interaction – marketing and research 
 

How will you learn? 
Often you learn from trial and error, learning from your mistakes.  The advantage is you get awarded 
marks for those mistakes!  Modelling is a practical necessity so the course does involve a substantial 
amount of trials, experiments, investigations and model development practicals.  If you find illustration 
challenging, you can support yourself by modelling more as this is awarded marks under the design         
development section of the coursework. However, if you love illustrating you will thoroughly enjoy the 
coursework elements where your skills can be exploited.  All you do will need evaluating too.  You will 
have to work independently as your coursework will be devised by you though you will regularly ask for 
feedback.  The Textile Studio will help you to study independently and is only open to our A level students.   
 

Theory, in preparation for the exam, will involve traditional lecture style lessons along with group           
investigative sessions and activities to include recorded clips and practical investigations.  Exam practice 
will be important so exam questions will be set as homework activities.  The exam, as with all new A levels, 
does involve some maths, calculators are allowed to be used though! 
 

What opportunities are available to you after completing this course? 
There are many opportunities for you within the field of design and technology.  Students in recent years 
have progressed directly on to university degree courses (without Art Foundations) in Architecture,  
Graphic Illustrative Design, Textiles and Surface Pattern and Print, Fashion Journalism, Fashion              
Management, Marketing, Textile Technology, Interior Design, Product Design, Tailoring, Fashion (women 
and menswear).  Other students have moved onto Art and Design, Costume and Theatre Design degree 
courses as well as foundation courses in preparation for other creative and expressive courses. Central St 
Martins, London School of Fashion, Falmouth, Birmingham, Brighton, Southampton, Nottingham,       
Leicester, Leeds, Manchester, Northumberland and Edinburgh have commonly accepted students from 
this school based on portfolio and product evidence alone. 
 
 
 

Component 1:   
Design & Technology in the 21st Century  

Component 2: 
Design & Make Project  

Written Examination:  3 hours 
50% of Qualification 
The exam includes a mix of structured and           
extended writing questions assessing your 
knowledge and understanding on: 
 Technical principles 
 Designing and making principles 
 Analysis of wider issues in the design 

and technology world.  

Coursework:  approximately 80 hours 
50% of Qualification 
This is to be a design and make project based on a brief 
developed by you but one that must assess your ability to: 
 Identify, investigate and outline design possibilities 
 Design and make prototypes 
 Analyse and evaluate design decisions and             

outcomes, including for prototypes made by you and 
others. 
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D&T GRAPHIC DESIGN  (EDUQAS) 

Opportunities available to you 
after completing this course? 

Students in recent years have      
progressed directly on to            

prestigious university                      
degree courses  

including  Architecture, 
Computer Aided Design, 

Packaging Design, 
 Graphic Design, 
 Interior Design 
and the Dyson 

Institute Degree. 
 Other students 

 have moved 
 onto Art and 

 Design 
 Foundation 
 courses and 
 Foundation 

 degrees. 

What does this course involve?  
This long established and highly success-
ful course offers students an opportunity 
to pursue a creative course in graphic 
design.  Students are expected to  
work in a wide range of media  
on a number of two and      
three  dimensional projects    
using skills and  techniques 
ranging from traditional    
hand skills to the most     
modern  computer   
technology.  Core   
experiences  
include corporate  
and retail graphics,  
packaging design  
and manufacture,  
AND architecture. 

Facilities 
The state of the art Design  

& Technology Centre provides an  
      extensive range of quality equipment.  

 These facilities allow students an            
opportunity to use some of the most     

current technological  
equipment.  Students experience both  

Computer Aided Design (CAD) and       
Computer Aided Manufacture (CAM) as a 

part of the course. The use of industry 
standard software for CAD linked to state 

of the art CAM cutting equipment,          
including laser cutting, enables students to 
move from designing a package on screen, 
and then printing it in full colour to finally 

cutting with a computer controlled  
laser cutter in one seamless operation.   

This integrated approach  
enables students to produce very high  

quality prototype products. 
 

Staff 
Our staff come from a wide 

range of backgrounds 
 including Graphics           

expertise and those who 
have previously worked 

 in commercial practice as 
Architects, for example. 

How will you learn? 
This course offers a unique opportunity for  

students to identify and solve real problems by  
designing and making products in a wide range of  

contexts relating to their personal interests.   
The course aims to encourage students to: 
 develop and sustain their own innovation and 

creativity to produce high quality products 
 develop a critical understanding for the influence 

of processes and products from a historical  
perspective and in current practice 

 apply knowledge, understanding and skills to a 
range of technological activities and develop an 
understanding of industrial practices 

 use information and communications technology 
to enhance their technical and design capability. 
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D&T GRAPHIC DESIGN (CONTINUED) 

 

 

How is the course structured? 

Component 1 
Written paper 3 hours 
50% of examination 

Component 2 
Coursework—80 hours 
50% of examination 

Content: 
 Design and innovation in the 21st century 
 Product analysis and systems 
 Materials and components 
 Processes and production systems 
 Industrial and commercial practice 
 Human responsibility 
 Public interaction, marketing and research 

 Identify and investigate design possibilities to 
address needs and wants 

 Design and make prototypes that are fit for  
purpose 

 Analyse and evaluate design decisions and  
outcomes. 

 Demonstrate and apply knowledge and  
understanding of technical, design and  
manufacturing principles. 

ADVENTURE BOOK

MEET THE

Name: Luther
Species: Lion
Favorite Food: 
Meat

Name: Snell

Species: Snake

Favorite Food:
Weaker Animals

Name: Gary

Species: Gorilla

Favorite Food:
Bamboo Shoots

Name: Garfunkel

Species: Giraffe
Favorite Food:

Leaves, Buds

JUNGLE QUIZ
1. What is the fur on a lion’s neck called?

A.B.C. Feathers ManeScales

2. What is the hard part of a bird’s face?
A.B.C. TeethSnoutBeak

3. What colour is a giraffe’s tongue?
A.B.C. BlueRedBlack

4. Where do gorillas live?
A.B.C. BirminghamAfricaUSA

5. What is the biggest snake in the world?
A.B.C. Grass SnakeWormPython

ANSW ERS:
(  B )  ( C)  (  A) (  B) (  C )1. 2. 3. 4. 5.

Who is 
lounging on
the rocks by 

the river?

It’s
Luther

the 
lion!

Name: Barney

Species: Tropical Bird

Favorite Food: Fruit

DID YOU KNOW? 

The leaves 
in the jungle 
are huge!

Who is slithering
underneath them...?

It’s Snell

the
snake!The 

mountain

is very tall!

The top is
covered in

snow.

Who is 
standing
proudly 
outside 
the 
cave
...? 

It’s 
Gary the 

gorilla!

Gorillas can show emotions just like humans!
DID YOU KNOW? 

The sun sets above
the trees...

Who is
flying through the trees...?

It’s Barney the
bird and his

friends!

The stars and moon
are high in the sky...

The deep blue 
sea flows

by the 
beach...  

Tropical birds can live for more than 80 years!
DID YOU KNOW? 

The sun sets above
the trees...

Who is
flying through the trees...?

It’s Barney the

bird and his
friends!

The stars and moon

are high in the sky...

The deep blue 
sea flows

by the 

beach...  

Tropical birds can live for more than 80 years!
DID YOU KNOW? 

Deep 

in 
the 
jungle...

Who 
is taking 

a drink by the 
river...?

It’s
Garfunkel
the
giraffe!

The 
river flows 

through the 
trees...

The giraffe is the tallest mammal in the world! 

ANIMALS
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D&T PRODUCT DESIGN (EDUQAS) 

What does this course in-
volve?  
This long established and 
highly successful course 
offers students an            
opportunity to pursue a  
creative course in resistant 
materials. 

Students work in a wide 
range of materials to design 
and  manufacture projects 
such as lighting, furniture 
and jewellery. Skills and 
techniques range from    
traditional hand skills to  
the most modern.  

Facilities 
The state of the art Design &            

Technology Centre provides an           
extensive range of the most current 
technologies and traditional equip-

ment. Students experience both     
Computer Aided Design (CAD) and 

Computer Aided Manufacture (CAM) 
as a part of the course.  The use of  
industry standard software for CAD 

linked to state of the art CAM      
equipment, including laser cutting and 
3D rapid prototyping enables students 
to move from designing on screen to 
making with a computer controlled 
machine in one seamless operation. 

Staff 
Our staff come from a 

wide range of      
backgrounds including 

those that have   
previously worked in           

commercial practice as, 
for example,    

Architects, Engineers 
and as a Blacksmith. 

Opportunities available to 
you after completing this 
course? 
Students in recent years 
have progressed direct on 
to university degree courses 
in Architecture, Computer 
Aided Design, Fashion,  
Furniture Design, Jewellery, 
Textiles, Engineering,   
Automotive Design, Product 
Design, Civil Engineering, 
Engineering Officer Training 
and the  Dyson Institute  
Degree. 
Other students have moved 
onto Art and Design     
Foundation courses, post-
16 apprenticeships and  
employment. 
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How is the course structured? 

 
How will you learn? 
This course offers a unique opportunity for students to identify and solve real problems by designing and 
making products in a wide range of contexts relating to personal interests.  The course aims to              
encourage students to: 
 develop and sustain their own innovation, creativity and design and technology  

capability, recognise constraints and produce high quality products 
 develop a critical understanding of design and technological activity from an historical perspective 

and current practice 
 apply knowledge, understanding and skills of design production processes to a range of             

technological activities and develop an understanding of industrial practices 
 use information and communications technology to enhance their design and  

technological capability. 

D&T PRODUCT DESIGN (CONTINUED) 

Component 1 
Written paper 3 hours 
50% of examination 

Component 2 
Coursework—80 hours 
50% of examination 

Content: 
 Design and innovation in the 21st century 
 Product analysis and systems 
 Materials and components 
 Processes and production systems 
 Industrial and commercial practice 
 Human responsibility 
 Public interaction—marketing and research 

 Identify and investigate design possibilities to 
address needs and wants of users 

 Design and make prototypes that are fit for 
purpose 

 Analyse and evaluate design decisions and 
outcomes 

 Demonstrate and apply knowledge and      
understanding of technical, design and    
manufacturing principles. 

Click here to view our presentation. 

https://vimeo.com/475956666/3fdd7c006d
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DRAMA & THEATRE (EDEXCEL) 

What does this course involve?  

The course will give you the opportunity to develop and apply an informed, analytical framework for 

making, performing, interpreting and understanding drama and theatre.  You will be asked to understand 

the place of relevant theoretical research in informing the processes and practices involved in creating 

theatre and to develop an understanding and appreciation of the influence of social, cultural and          

historical contexts.  You will experience a range of opportunities to create theatre, both published       

text-based and devised work and participate as a theatre maker and as an audience member in live      

theatre.  By the end of the course, you will have had the opportunity to take on the role of director,     

actor, designer and theatre critic.  The course engages the intellectual curiosity of each student by       

encouraging creativity, focusing on practical work which reflects 21st-century theatre practice and       

developing skills that will support progression to a wide range of subjects and career pathways.  

How will you learn? 

The course focuses on the practical exploration of performance texts, including exploring them in light of 

the work of theatre practitioners.  The performance texts that will be studied for the exam will require 

students to articulate how they would perform in certain roles, design for certain scenes and interpret a 

text for performance, putting practical work at the heart of the course.  The practical exploration informs 

the written components of the course which constitute 70% of the awarded marks.  You will also have 

the opportunity to work with professional theatre practitioners and experience live theatre at several 

points during the two year course.  

 
How is the course structured?  

Component 1:  
Devising 

40%  Devise an original performance piece. 
 Use one key extract from a performance text and a 

theatre practitioner as stimuli. 
 Free choice of text and practitioner. 
 Performer or designer routes available. 

Component 2:  
Text in Performance 

20%  A group performance/design realisation of one key 
extract from a performance text. 

 A monologue or duologue performance/design  
realisation from one key extract from a different 
performance text. 

 Free choice of performance texts. 

Component 3:  
Theatre Makers in Practice 

40%  Live theatre evaluation – free choice of                
performance. 

 Practical exploration and study of a complete     
performance text – focusing on how this can be 
realised for performance. 

 Practical exploration and interpretation of another 
complete performance text, in light of a chosen 
theatre practitioner – focusing on how this text 
could be reimagined for a contemporary audience. 
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DRAMA & THEATRE (CONTINUED) 

What opportunities are available to you after completing this course? 
 
Drama addresses the skills which benefit children's education and development in five general areas: 
physical development, artistic development, critical thinking skills, intra-personal skills, and interpersonal 
skills. As well as significant academic gains students show other gains as well, such as the ability to work 
with an ensemble in cooperative ventures and the ability to work through consensus and differences or 
obstacles to achieve a goal. Drama requires students to develop empathy for others, use self-discipline, 
and to accept feedback. Studying drama can be a great starting point for careers such as teaching, psy-
chology, law, and politics, not to mention broadcasting and performing.  

Click here to view our presentation. 

https://vimeo.com/475529894/48b262360d
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ENGLISH LITERATURE (AQA/A) 

What does this course involve? 
During the course we aim to: 
 Extend students' knowledge and understanding of literary texts from a range of periods and      

genres. 
 Develop a critical approach to the different techniques used by writers. 
 Encourage students to develop their own judgement through the consideration of other interpre-

tations of the texts. 
 Explore the cultural, historical and literary contexts in which texts were written. 
 Introduce students to critical theories and methodologies appropriate to literary studies. 
 Allow students to develop their own interests and broaden their reading experience, thus           

engendering a life-long interest in and passion for literature and reading. 
 
How will you learn? 
During the course students will be taught through: 
 Discussions, reading and annotating texts together, lecture and note taking, creative tasks and re-

sponses, group and individual presentations and interactive IT lessons. 
 We will also formally teach a variety of study skills including: how to annotate a literary text, how 

to read critically and analyse a range of published critical material, how to develop independent 
reading and research skills, note-taking and organisational skills and formal essay writing skills. 

 
Enrichment opportunities 
There are often opportunities to visit the theatre and see live performances or watch RSC performances 
streamed into school.  When appropriate we organise trips to attend revision conferences focused on 
specific modules to support learning.  We also have a reading group to support the wider reading aspect 
of the course and have taken students to Thomas Hardy’s Dorset after studying ‘Tess of the            
D’Urbervilles’.  

What exams and coursework are involved? 
Paper 1—Love through the Ages 
 Study of three texts: one poetry, one prose 

and one Shakespeare. 
 3 hours—40% of A level 
Paper 2—Texts in shared contexts 
 Study of three texts: one poetry, one prose 

and one drama. 
 2 hours 30 minutes—40% of A level—open 

book and one unseen extract 
Non-Exam Assessment (coursework) 
Comparative critical study of two texts—20% of A 
level. 
 
What opportunities are available to you after  
completing this course? 
English Literature teaches analytical skills useful 
in a wide range of career paths, for example:              
Professional Writing, Journalism, Publishing,        
Advertising, Marketing, Law, Teaching, Lecturing, 
PR, Academic Research or further study. 

Click here to view our presentation. 

https://vimeo.com/475936584/0761fb7c5d
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FINE ART (AQA) 

How will you learn? 
The A level consists of two Components which you will complete over 
the two years. Component 1 is made up of two projects and a personal study, the first project completed 
in Year 12 and the second and the personal study at the start of Year 13; this is also referred to as 
‘coursework’ and is worth 60% of your final mark. Component 2 is an externally set project culminating in 
a 15 hour practical exam; the remaining 40% of your A level marks. At the start of the coursework       
component you will be completing a set of initial workshops which will last for 6 weeks; involving        
completing exercises with a variety of media, linked to different artists and culminating in a 'Final Piece'.  
From week 7 until Christmas you will be completing a Self-Guided Project which allows you to explore 
your own ideas, culminating in a second and more developed 'Final Piece'.  Alongside the work completed 
in lessons it is your responsibility to research into artists and develop your work in your own time. 
 
What exams and coursework are involved? 
Component 1 – Coursework – 60% of total A Level marks 
 
YEAR 12 
Project 1 – Part 1 
In this project students will have opportunities to generate practical work, ideas and research from       
primary and contextual sources. They will experiment with media and processes, and develop and refine 
their ideas, presenting their outcomes.  Students submit supporting studies and practical outcome(s) 
based on themes and starting matter developed from personal starting points. 

Project 1 - Part 2  
This project represents the      
culmination of the Year 12     
studies. The starting point is  
from one broad-based thematic 
starting point.  Appropriate   
guidance is given during the    
preparatory period, encouraging 
independence in the                  
development of their ideas,     
intentions and response.          
Students submit supporting   
studies and practical outcome(s) 
in response to the given theme. 

What does this course involve? 
Experimenting with a range of media in 2D and 3D, students        
develop their existing creative and technical skills, producing a   
varied and exciting portfolio of work.  Working to broad themes   
for coursework and exam components, there is the opportunity    
to develop ideas, with the only limit being imagination.  Alongside 
fundamental drawing and painting techniques, students are also 
able to explore printmaking, photography and sculpture.  As part  
of the course there are opportunities to take part in study visits to  
national contemporary galleries. 
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FINE ART (CONTINUED) 
YEAR 13 
Project 2 and the Personal Study 
This project incorporates two linked elements, each with separate final outcomes: practical work and 
personal study. The investigation and development for both the practical work and personal study will 
be shown through supporting studies.  Students submit supporting studies, a linked personal study of 
1000-3000 words and practical outcome(s) based on themes and starting matter developed from       
personal starting points. 
 
Component 2 – Externally Set Assignment - 40% of total A Level marks 
The Externally Set Assignment represents the culmination of the A level course. The paper consists of 
one broad-based thematic starting point.  Appropriate guidance is given during the preparatory period, 
encouraging independence in the development of their ideas, intentions and response.  
 
Assessment - students submit supporting studies and complete practical outcome(s) in a 15 hour timed 
exam. 
 
What opportunities are available to you after completing this course? 
We encourage and develop creative thinking and independent learning: both are skills which enable  
success in a wide range of careers.  At the end of their A level course, students will have a practical 
portfolio of work.  This is an essential requirement for entry into Art Foundation and will also support 
application into degrees such as fine art, sculpture, illustration, photography, textile design, theatre    
design, graphic design, architecture, art history, 3D design and media. 

 

Click here to view our presentation. 

https://vimeo.com/475951163/630f55b96d
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GEOGRAPHY (AQA) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What modules will be followed? 

How will you learn? 
Students will experience a range of teaching techniques from at least two members of staff.  There are a 
number of fieldwork investigations for both physical and human geography including visits to cities, 
coastal areas and river landscapes and an opportunity to take part in a residential course either at home 
or abroad will be offered at least once during the course.  In addition there are opportunities to take part 
in seminar work with UWE, Bristol and Bath Universities.  The Geography Department is also a member of 
the Geography Association so we can take advantage of their lectures and resource materials.  Students 
will, however, be expected to become self-learners and read around the subject including newspapers 
plus geographical journals in addition to text books and web sites. 
 
What opportunities are available to you after completing this course? 
Geography opens the door to a wide variety of careers in a number of related fields; oceanography and 
climatology are important for investigating climate change and its implications for the future.  The         
understanding of rocks and minerals plus their formation could be important to mining companies and 
engineers.  Study of Human Geography is crucial to a future in which the pressure on resources is          
becoming ever more important and the leisure industry relies on students with geographical knowledge 
to join its ranks.  An A level in Geography prepares you for further study of the subject at University and it 
is suitable for any students needing an understanding of contemporary issues plus the ability to express 

Component 1: Physical Geography 

Section A Water and Carbon Cycles 
Written Exam 
2hr 30min 
40% of A Level 

Section B Hot Deserts and their Margins or Coastal Systems and Landscapes 

Section C Either Hazards or Ecosystems under stress or Cold Environments 

Component 2: Human Geography 

Section A Global Systems and Global Governance 
Written Exam 
2hr 30min 
40% of A Level 

Section B Changing Places 

Section C 
Either Contemporary Urban Environments or Population and the  
Environment or Resource Security 

Component 3: Geographical Investigation 

Students complete an individual investigation which must include data collected in the 
field.  The individual investigation must be based on a question or issue defined and   
developed by the student relating to any part of the specification content. 

3000-4000 words 
20% of A Level 

What does this course involve? 
Contemporary geography is a subject which explicitly 
engages with the inter-relationships between human 
societies and the impact that people have upon the 
physical environment, at both global and local scales. 
The course allows the investigation of a wide variety of 
issues and management decisions that people in a 
wide variety of settings are currently facing and        
endeavouring to solve. 

Click here to view our presentation. 

https://vimeo.com/475786569/1cf29aeb0d
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HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE—LEVEL 3 BTEC EXTENDED DIPLOMA /        

EXTENDED CERTIFICATE (EDEXCEL) 

What are the BTEC Nationals in Health & Social Care (HSC)? 
BTEC Nationals in Health & Social Care are qualifications designed for use in colleges, schools and the 
workplace as Level 3 courses for learners aged 16 years or over, wanting to study in the context of the 
health or social care sector.  BTECs are vocationally related qualifications, where learners develop 
knowledge and understanding by applying their learning and skills in a work-related context.                  
Additionally, they are popular and effective because they allow learners to take responsibility for their 
own learning and to develop skills that are essential for the modern-day workplace. These skills include: 
team working; working from a prescribed brief; working to deadlines and presenting information effec-
tively. 
 
HSC at The Blue School 
Whether you are thinking of pursuing a career in nursing, healthcare science or social work, the BTEC   
National in Health and Social Care includes pathways that will help you to fulfil your ambition. Once you 
have completed your studies, whatever you choose to do, you will be doing a job that is varied, reward-
ing and worthwhile. 
 
In your BTEC National in Health and Social Care, you will be studying a wide range of units, which will 
help you to gain skills that will be valuable in your chosen profession or future study. You will learn about 
the human body and how it changes over time. You will also learn about what it means to work in the 
sector and what skills and behaviours you will need to demonstrate. In addition to this, you will also 
learn about the principles of safe practice when working in the sector, and the importance of respecting 
the individual differences and needs of service users. 
 
This year, we are offering two different pathways. 
 
Qualification Structure: 
Extended Diploma in Health and Social Care  
1080 GLH (1530 TQT) Equivalent in size to three A levels. 13 units, of which 8 are Mandatory and 4 are an 
optional choice from a range of units. Mandatory content (72%).  External assessment (42%). 
 
This qualification is the main focus of a two-year study programme of learning and is equivalent to three 
A levels, meaning that learners will be fully prepared for a range of health and social care degree         
programmes, further training or employment.  
 
Extended Certificate in Health and Social Care  
360 GLH 480 TQT) Equivalent in size to one A level. 4 units, of which 3 are Mandatory and 1 is an optional 
choice from a range of units. Mandatory content (83%).  External assessment (58%). 
 
This qualification can be taken alongside a combination of our other courses and is the equivalent of one 
A level.   
 
Mandatory units 
Learners must complete and achieve at pass grade for all these units. 
 
Optional units 
Learners must complete the optional units in addition to the mandatory units.  
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HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE—LEVEL 3 BTEC EXTENDED DIPLOMA 

(EDEXCEL) 

 Edexcel BTEC Level 3 National Extended Diploma in Health & Social Care 

M
an

d
ato

ry U
n

its 

Unit Title Assessment GLH National    
Extended   
Diploma in 
Health &    
Social Care 

National        
Extended     
Certificate 
in Health & 
Social Care 

1 Human Lifespan Development External/Exam 90 X X 

2 Working in Health & Social Care External/Exam 120 X X 

3 Anatomy and Physiology for 
Health and Social Care 

External/Exam 120 X  

4 Enquiries into Current Research 

in Health and Social Care 

Synoptic test 120 X  

5 Meeting Individual Care and 
Support Needs 

Internal 90 X X 

6 Work Experience in Health and 
Social Care 

Internal 60 X  

7 Principles of Safe Practice in 
Health and Social Care 

Internal 90 X  

8 Promoting Public Health Internal 90 X  

 14 Physiological disorders Internal 60 X X 

 17 Caring for individuals with     
dementia 

Internal 60 X  

 19 Nutritional health Internal 60 X  

 25 Complementary Therapies Internal 60  X  

 26 Health Psychology Internal 60 X  

Click here to view our presentation. 

https://vimeo.com/475950615/cbd1e7809c
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HISTORY (AQA) 
.   
What does this course involve?  
Our A level History qualification has been designed  
to help students understand the significance of  
historical events, the role of individuals in history  
and the nature of change over time. The study of  
history at   A level includes topics covering a range of  
at least 200 years of history and focuses on both 
British  
and international matters. Students are  examined in  
the two core units that they study at the end of Y13  
and each of these exams is worth 40% of the total  
grade. In addition to   this, students complete a non- 
examined assessment (coursework) which is worth  
20% of the total grade. We are confident that this  
course helps students to gain a deeper understanding  
of the past through political, social, economic and  
cultural perspectives. We have chosen units of study  
that reflect the subjects of specific expertise of  
teaching staff in the department. 
 
Unit 1: Industrialisation and the people: Britain, c1783 – 1885; Part One: Britain c1783 – 1832.  
This option provides the opportunity to study in breadth issues of change, continuity, cause and           
consequence, focusing on key ideas, events and developments.  We begin by focusing on how Britain is 
governed and how democracy and political organisations are set up, considering the ruling elite, and 
looking at Pitt the Younger as Prime Minister and his successors.  Students will then consider the basis of 
power through the Whig and Tory parties up to the Reform Act of 1832 and look at the effect of           
industrialisation on the social situation in Britain and consider the impact of the Napoleonic wars on   
Britain. Students then investigate the challenges to the system of political and economic controls, the 
influence of the laissez faire approach and the discontent and reform movements such as the Luddites.  
We question if middle class reform under Lord Liverpool, such as the Corn Laws, helped society and see 
the struggle for parliamentary reform during other governments such as Canning, Goderich and           
Wellington until we come to the Reform Act of 1832, and consider the state of Britain politically,         
economically and socially by 1832.   
 
Unit 2: Revolution and Dictatorship: Russia 1917 – 1953; Part One: The Russian Revolution and the Rise 
of Stalin, 1917 – 1929.  
This option allows students to study in depth the development of communism in Russia. We explore the 
concepts of Marxism, communism and Leninism in Year 12.  We begin by focusing on how Russia was 
governed in this time period, considering the condition of Russia before the February Revolution and 
looking at the Tsarist system and the war effort in 1914.  We investigate the reasons for the revolution in 
February 1917; we consider the issues surrounding the Tsar’s abdication and consider the success of the 
provisional government in Russia. We also consider the role of individuals by focusing on Lenin and his 
ideology, before we consider the events of the October Revolution. We then develop understanding of 
the consolidation of the communist dictatorship under Lenin, and consider if Russian life has improved 
by focusing on the Civil War and the Red Terror.  After Lenin’s death in 1924 we question who the new 
leader of Russia will be and consider some ideological debates in the leadership struggle that results in 
Stalin emerging as the new leader of communist Russia.   
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HISTORY (CONTINUED)  

In Y13 students’ study of Russian History moves on to develop their understanding of Stalinism,           
ideological control and dictatorship.  We will begin by focusing on the economy in 1929 and consider 
Stalin’s polices of collectivisation and the Five Year Plans to improve Russia and catch up with the West.  
We will consider the idea of dictatorships through the example of the cult of Stalin and the use of terror 
as a   method of control.  We then focus on the Great Patriotic War and Stalin’s dictatorship 1941-53, by 
questioning the impact of the war on the Soviet Union, the course of the war and the defeat of the    
Germans.  We will then come back to the power of individuals and the idea of High Stalinism, question-
ing Stalin’s role in the creation of the Soviet Union as a Superpower.  We complete this section of the A 
level by looking at the legacy of Stalin.   
 
Unit 3: Historical Investigation; Tudor England, 1485 – 1603. 
Whilst studying the two units students will also complete an independent historical investigation to    
enable students to develop their historical skills, knowledge and understanding. This is an opportunity 
for students to work independently and develop more of an understanding of the nature and purpose of    
history as a discipline. This unit is mainly an independent unit, however we do teach a short module on 
Tudor England for students to get a taste of what they need to include in their coursework which will    
cover ideas such as Power, Religion and foreign relations.  This allows investigation into the issues that  
surround the many Tudor rebellions and the reasons for them.  There will be focus on trade and             
exploration and the methods they adopted.  We will focus on Royal power and consider how the Tudors 
changed this through each monarch.  The main focus will be on the change and continuity that occurs 
through the Tudor period.  Students can then go on to create a question based around this unit or can 
choose a different topic to complete their coursework on.  This unit will allow a greater scope for stu-
dents to develop their own areas of interest, which will be assessed through one essay of 4,500 words, 
and will draw upon students’ investigation of primary and secondary sources.  As part of this process we 
take students to a university library to help develop their independent research skills.  
   
Key Skills:  
Students will follow a broad course of study within these units allowing them to develop a number of key 
skills.  Students’ written communication is obviously vitally important in the History course.  Students are 
encouraged to debate the issues which arise, both in oral and written forms although their A level         
outcome is assessed in written form.  Group work, paired work, and individual assignments all allow      
students to develop their skills as part of our scheme of learning.  We have a firm assessment and        
feedback policy and students are encouraged to reflect on their own work, and look to improve this       
further.  Students are also looking at historical problems and issues, and they are encouraged to address 
these in innovative ways.  A variety of different teaching and learning styles are used to allow students to 
engage with the curriculum as much as possible.  
  
What opportunities are available to you after this course?  
History provides students with a variety of skills including the ability to research independently, process 
large amounts of information and to create strong written arguments.  A level History helps to develop 
the skills needed in employment or further study. A level History is a qualification that is looked upon           
favourably by higher education establishments and is seen as a reflection of a student’s capacity to     
create arguments, write with flair and reach substantiated judgements. Successful History students at 
The Blue School in previous years have pursued further study in the fields of Law, Journalism, History 
and Politics. 

Click here to view our presentation. 

https://vimeo.com/475937087/1d5ac2cbc8
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY—CAMBRIDGE TECHNICAL LEVEL 3      

EXTENDED CERTIFICATE (OCR) 

CAMBRIDGE TECHNICAL LEVEL 3 EXTENDED CERTIFICATE 
Cambridge Technicals are vocational qualifications at Level 3. They are designed with the workplace in 
mind and provide a high quality alternative to A levels, supporting progression to higher education.     
Vocational education is not just about results, it’s about educating people in the knowledge and skills  
required for employment and for the community as a whole. It’s also about developing the behaviours 
and attributes needed to progress and succeed in education and in work.  
 
The course aims to develop your knowledge, understanding and skills of the essentials of IT and Global 
Information Systems. You will gain an insight into the IT sector as you investigate the pace of               
technological change, IT infrastructure, the flow of information on a global scale, and the importance of 
legal and security considerations. Designed in collaboration with experts spanning the breadth of the  
sector, the Level 3 Cambridge Technicals in IT focus on the requirements that universities and employers 
demand.  
 
What exams and coursework are involved? 
The course is assessed through three examination units and two coursework based. The coursework   
produced is internally assessed and externally moderated. All of the course units have clear assessment 
objectives easily understood by students, parents, employers and teachers. 

Who should take this course? 

 Students who know that they wish to pursue an IT/Computing  
 related degree at university. 

 Students who want to have a sound and recognised  
 qualification for direct entry into employment whilst still  
 retaining the option to take a Higher Education course  
 in the future. 

Examined Units: Coursework Based Units: 

Fundamentals of IT- Information learnt in this unit will   
create a solid foundation in the fundamentals of hard-
ware, networks, software, the ethical use of computers 
and how businesses use IT.  
 
Global Information - This unit will provide a greater        
understanding of how organisations use information 
sources both internally and externally and the types of 
information they will encounter. The skills gained by 
completing this unit will give knowledge of the func-
tionality of information and how data is stored and pro-
cessed by organisations.  
 
Cyber Security - This unit has been designed to gain 
knowledge and understanding of the range of threats,      
vulnerabilities and risks that impact on both individuals 
and organisations. Learn about the solutions that can 
be used to prevent or deal with cyber security incidents 
resulting from these challenges.  

Project Management - This unit will provide the 
opportunity to understand and use various pro-
ject planning skills and techniques, thereby ena-
bling them to become more effective in the 
workplace.  
 
Internet of Everything (IOE) - This unit will       
provide information about the Internet of            
Everything (IOE) and how it is used. Using this 
knowledge, carry out a feasibility study for a        
potential idea. Then pitch the idea to potential 
stakeholders and use feedback to revise the        
proposal.  

Click here to view our presentation. 

https://vimeo.com/646449302/b3248127d0
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MATHEMATICS (EDEXCEL) 

What does this course involve? 
Pure maths based around indices, surds, co-ordinate geometry, differentiation, integration,                   
trigonometry, sequences, series, algebra, functions, proof, modulus, transformations, circles, parametric 
equations, binomial theorem, exponentials, logarithms, numerical methods, graphs, differential        
equations, modelling and vectors. This body of knowledge and skills are then applied to real-life            
situations involving Statistics and Mechanics.  
 
The Statistics involves sampling, single variable and bivariate data, mean, standard deviation, probability, 
discrete probability distributions, normal distribution and hypothesis testing. 
 
Mechanics covers kinematics, suvat, non uniform acceleration, Newton’s Laws, equilibrium, use of      
vectors, friction, moments and projectiles.  
 
How will you learn?  
Each topic is developed step by step through teacher exposition, discussion and students making links as 
different areas of maths are increasingly connected. Students receive follow-up work from each maths 
lesson. Appropriate use of calculators and computers is essential.  
 
What exams and coursework are involved?  
There is no coursework component. All assessment takes place at the end of the two year course. There 
will be 3 exams, each two hours long. 
 
Exam papers 1 and 2 will contain Pure maths only, exam paper 3 is an applied paper covering Statistics 
and Mechanics. Each exam has an equal weighting. 
 
What opportunities are available to you after completing this course?  
Almost anything. Maths underpins all areas of life; Maths skills learned at A level, such as logical thinking, 
problem solving and statistical analysis are universally required in the workplace. In certain areas,        
employers actually prefer mathematics graduates over those in the discipline of employment (for         
example, certain accountancy firms prefer mathematics graduates over accountancy graduates.)  
 
AS Further Mathematics (Edexcel) and A Level Further Mathematics (Edexcel) 
These options will be available to students who gain the highest GCSE grades. This is only available as an 
additional fourth A level and A level Maths must also be taken. The courses involve the coverage of more 
Pure Maths, Statistics and Mechanics. 

Click here to view our presentation. 

https://vimeo.com/475783996/cdd54ce4e2
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CORE MATHS A  

(MEI) LEVEL 3 CERTIFICATE 

Critical Maths and Quantitative Reasoning 
What does this course involve? 
This qualification gives learners the mathematical and critical thinking skills to tackle problems in a       va-
riety of authentic situations. This course is excellent support for many subjects.  It enables learners to 
strengthen the mathematical knowledge and skills which they have learnt at GCSE. It would be invaluable 
to students studying many subjects who may not wish to tackle an A level in Mathematics. This BTEC 
course will enable them to develop the essential skills needed such as Modelling, Financial and Risk   Anal-
ysis, Estimation, Problem Solving, Communication and Statistics. 
 
Course structure 
This course is equivalent to an AS level completed over two years.  
 
How will you learn? 
Each topic is developed through teacher exposition and class discussion. Students will receive follow-up 
work from each lesson. Appropriate use of calculators and computers is expected. 
 
What exams and coursework are involved? 
Students sit 2 exams at the end of Year 13. Each exam is 2 hours long. The papers are ‘Introduction to 
Quantitative Reasoning’ and ‘Critical Maths’. Pre-release material is available in advance of the             ex-
aminations.  There is no coursework component.  
 
What opportunities are available to you after completing this course? 
This course is designed to improve the quantitative skillset of students to aid, for example, the study of 
social sciences, economics, psychology, business, geography and many other areas. The skills learned 
such as problem analysis, data collection and analysis, proposing solutions, presentations and reflection 
are crucial in many working environments. 

Click here to view our presentation. 

https://vimeo.com/475926175/6796bce999
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MODERN LANGUAGES—FRENCH & SPANISH (AQA) 

An A level language is a fascinating subject that offers a range of career possibilities. Languages are all 
around us; they are used in so many situations whether at work, on holiday or just casually in day-to-day 
life - we now live in a multilingual global society and an A level language will equip you with the skills to 
function effectively in this global society. 
 
An A level language builds upon existing knowledge gained at GCSE, giving students a sound  
understanding of using the language in a variety of contexts and situations. The emphasis of the A level 
language course focuses on improving communication in the foreign language through different means as 
well as being able to use it in a variety of situations. The course also helps students to develop an interest 
in speaking a foreign language, gain awareness of the need to speak foreign languages, appreciate the 
nature and diversity of different cultures and people and acquire knowledge, skills and understanding for 
practical use, further study and employment. 
 
An A level language complements a whole variety of other A level subjects and may be a requirement for, 
and certainly will enhance, all sorts of careers opportunities; for example journalism, marketing,  
international aid work, diplomatic services, engineering, teaching and myriad others.  
 
Language combine well with many other subjects at university and may be studied alone, in a degree with 
a language component or combined with another subject to incorporate an Erasmus year aboard.  
 
Year 1 
Students study the following in relation to one French or Spanish-speaking country: 
Aspects of a French-speaking or Hispanic society 
French topics:  the changing nature of the family, cyber society, the place of voluntary work. 
Spanish topics: modern and traditional values, cyber space, equal rights. 
 
Artistic Culture in the French-speaking or Hispanic society 
French topics: a culture proud of its heritage, contemporary Francophone music, cinema.  
Spanish topics: modern day idols, Spanish regional identity, cultural heritage. 
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MODERN LANGUAGES—FRENCH & SPANISH (CONTINUED) 

Year 2 
Students study the following topics: 
Aspects of the French society or multiculturalism in the Hispanic society. 
French topics:  positive aspects of a diverse society, life for the marginalised, the treatment of criminals. 
Spanish topics: immigration, racism, integration. 
 
Aspects of French or Hispanic political life. 
French topics: teenagers and the right to vote, demonstrations and strikes, politics and immigration. 
Spanish topics:  the youth of today, monarchies and republics, popular movements. 
 
Students must also undertake an individual research project of their own choice which will be covered in 
the oral exam and study a literary text and a foreign language film from a prescribed list. 
 
How do you learn? 
Students are taught predominantly in the target language and will become proficient at using this as the 
main means of communication within the lesson. Students will also receive grammar training. The course 
is taught with the support of a text book and online interactive and support materials. Students should 
expect to complete independent grammar work, vocabulary learning and wider reading outside of the  
lesson in addition to the regular homework. All our language teachers have degrees in the relevant        
language and have lived, worked, and travelled abroad.  
 
Students also have the benefit of weekly timetabled sessions with our permanent foreign language        
assistants to assist with general fluency and in depth preparation for the oral exam.  
 
Students will also be provided with the opportunity to meet language graduates and professionals who 
use languages in their careers.  
 
A Level Examinations 
The A level qualification comprises a listening and reading paper including translation lasting 2.5 hours, an 
essay paper lasting 2 hours and a spoken exam lasting 21-23 minutes in which the individual research       
project is discussed as well as one A level topic.   

Click here to view our presentation. 

https://vimeo.com/475809540/a3aaf67f18
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MUSIC (EDEXCEL) 

‘Be Confident, Be Creative, Be inspiring.’ 
 
What does the course involve? 
 Students will develop their overall musicianship, refining their skills in composition, performance    

and analysis.  
 They will study a range of music from 1750-present, focusing on The Western Classical   
 Tradition, Musical Theatre and 21st Century Music. 
 Building on the GCSE course, students will learn how to create musical ideas and develop them with  

greater understanding of musical conventions, context and the expressive use of  musical elements 
and devices, to create compositions and arrangements. 

 The in-depth study of a variety of pieces from a range of genres and periods will enable students      
to acquire, explore and apply new musical understanding. 

 Contributing to whole school musical life. 

How will you learn? 

The integration of practical, theoretical, analytical and creative tasks will enable students to demonstrate 
their understanding in coursework and exam conditions. 

A Level units 

40% Listening and understanding exam 
Questions will relate to three areas of study: 
 The Western Classical Tradition 
 Musical Theatre 
 Into the Twenty-First Century 
There will be set work analysis questions with a score, an extended essay question on wider context, 
questions on unprepared extracts of music and comparison questions. 
This exam includes listening material. 

35% Performance coursework 
Students present a ten minute performance on their specialist instrument. Performances must consist 
of a minimum of three contrasting pieces and should be of at least grade 6 standard. 

25% Composition coursework 
Students complete two compositions with a total duration of 4-6 minutes. One composition must reflect 
musical techniques and conventions associated with the Western Classical Tradition and be in response 
to a brief. Students will be expected to demonstrate a thorough understanding of music theory in their 
compositions. 
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MUSIC (CONTINUED) 

What opportunities are available to you after completing the course? 
On completing Music A level you could progress to: 
 Degree courses in Music (BA or BMus) at Universities, Music and Drama Colleges or Music            

Conservatoires.  Some degree courses are tailored to a specialism such as composition, song 
writing, popular music, jazz, performance studies and music technology. 

 Joint honours degree courses with music as one specialism 
 Apprenticeships within music institutions 
 
We will foster students’ wider musical development through the facilitation of performance opportuni-
ties within Wells, Somerset and beyond. 
 
A level music is highly regarded by redbrick universities, and is desirable when applying for work in other 
fields such as law. You will acquire a range of analytical and research skills, communication skills through 
performance and written work, problem solving and creative skills of composition as well as aspects of 
music technology through composing, performing and arranging music. You’ll be valued as a creative,  
confident and inspiring individual who can contribute to the wider community. 

Click here to view our presentation. 

https://vimeo.com/646414562/26860f53f3
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PHILOSOPHY & ETHICS (OCR) 

Alongside this, students study developments in Christian Thought and how Philosophy & Ethics interacts 
with those developments. 
 
How will you learn? 
Discussion, use of PowerPoint devised by both staff and students, directed reading, teacher-led lecture, 
group work and attending conferences are all used extensively.  You will also be expected to review      
resources and film clips on Google Classroom in your study time, prior to discussion in class. Assessment is 
by essay and your skills at the necessary reading, planning and writing of essays will be developed by    
regular practice over the course.  This will often be in your own time and to clear deadlines. 
 
What exams and coursework are involved? 
Assessment is by three examinations, each lasting two hours, in the summer of Y13.  Each paper involves 
answering three single essay questions from a choice of four. 
  
Should you want to explore the content or prepare for this course, consider reading Peter Vardy’s ‘The 
Puzzle of God’ or ‘The Puzzle of Ethics’. Both are widely and cheaply available. 
 

What opportunities are available to you after completing this course? 

Many university courses have at least one Philosophy and/or Ethics module, because critical thinking, 
writing and reading skills are essential in any field and because Philosophy and Ethics are so far reaching.  
Therefore, students who study Religious Studies (or Philosophy) are well prepared to enter a variety of 
careers, including the health professions, law, business, government and teaching. 

Click here to view our presentation.  

What does this course involve? 
The philosophy content examines some of the classic philo-
sophical issues: 
 What is truth? 
 What arguments are there for and against the exist-

ence of God? 
 What kind of god do different people believe in? 
 How do humans conceive of life after death? 
 The influence of Plato and Aristotle is considered as 

well as that of Judaeo-Christian ideas. 
 
In ethics the issues include: 
 How do humans tell right from wrong? 
 Are some things always right/wrong? 
 Does it depend on the circumstances/consequences? 
 How can these ideas be applied to issues such as sexual 

ethics, euthanasia and business ethics? 

https://vimeo.com/475820522/3c258867c4
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PHYSICS (AQA) 
Studying A level Physics is like climbing; the end goal is important but the 
process of getting there is actually key (planning, preparing, practising,  
failing, evaluating and then trying different ways).  
 
Do ANY of the following questions make you curious? 
 Water is really heavy, so why don’t clouds fall from the sky? 
 At what point between the Earth and Moon would I be equally    

attracted to both? 
 What type of radiation is emitted from a banana? 
 How can we measure the gravity effect of a mountain? 
 Why do mirages disappear as I get closer to them? 
 The voltage across a battery is 3V, turn on the bulb the battery       

drops to 2.9V, then why does it go back to 3V when the bulb is off?  
 
Studying A Level Physics will develop your reasoning, problem-solving and analytical skills to the next     
level.  You will be able to face problems and solve them in a methodical and logical way.  This will  position 
you ideally for university and strong skills are highly sought after in any workplace.  These can range from 
engineering through to medicine.  It is highly regarded by universities and physicists can go onto other 
non-science degrees like law or finance. 
 
What does this AQA course cover? 
Particles and Quantum Phenomena, Waves and Optics, Forces, Newton’s Laws of Motion, Momentum, 
Work, Energy and Materials, Electricity and DC Circuits, Circular Motion, Simple Harmonic Motion,      
Thermal Physics and Gases, Gravitational Fields, Electric Fields, Capacitors, Magnetic Fields and             
Electromagnetic Induction, Radioactivity and Nuclear Energy.  AQA also include an option topic: 1 from 
Astrophysics, Medical Physics, Engineering Physics, Turning Points in Physics and Electronics. 
 
It is highly beneficial if students taking Physics are also studying Mathematics as there is some crossover 
between the subjects and both subjects support one another.  Although doing A Level maths is not     
compulsory, a GCSE grade 7 or higher is recommended as an initial starting point.  External examination  
of the course takes place in the form of x3 two hour papers. 

 
 

Click here to view our presentation. 

https://vimeo.com/475836709/5f9a433ec1
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POLITICS (EDEXCEL) 

What does the course involve? 
Politics A Level involves a significant amount of research, reading and writing, and requires you to take an 
interest in contemporary political developments by following the news. Classroom debate and discussion 
will develop your ideas and position on the ever-changing world of politics. The study of politics combines 
well with other essay-based A levels such as English, History and RP where there is an emphasis on clear 
written communication, evaluation and analysis.  
 
There are 3 key aspects to the study of A Level Politics: 

 
 A study of politics and the working of government in the United Kingdom:  
 democracy and participation; political parties; electoral systems, voting behaviour and the Media; 
 the role and power of the executive and legislative branches; the role of the Prime Minister; the 
 role of pressure groups; the judiciary, constitution, and rights of the individual. 
 A study of politics and the working of government in The USA:  
 Political parties; party systems and ideology; interest groups and their influence on decision makers; 
 race and ethnic politics in the USA; elections and voting behaviour, constitution, federalism in    
 theory and practice; Congress, and the power of the Supreme Court; the role of the executive. This 
 unit also includes comparisons with UK Government and Politics. 
 A study of political ideologies: 
  Liberalism, Conservatism and Socialism as well as Nationalism. 
 
What are the entry requirements for this course? 
Students are required to have attained a Grade 5 (or above) in English or history to study the Politics A 
Level course. Politics A Level is a challenging subject requiring strong written communication. 
 
How is the course examined? 
The course is examined over three papers, each 2 hours in length. The papers require full essay responses 
as well as source interpretation and analysis. 
 
How valuable could Politics A Level be? 
Politics is highly valued in many careers including the Police, Armed Forces, Education, Health, Law,    
Journalism and anything else the government makes decisions about, which is almost anything! Politics 
can be studied at university on its own or with various other subjects. Politics students often go on to 
study History, International Relations, Economics, Philosophy, Law, and Political Sciences at university. 
 

What is special about this subject? 
Politics is unlike any other A Level subject because it is 
so current. Politics and government is happening right 
now, shaping the very world we live in.  You will be stud-
ying how modern society is governed and organised and 
encouraged to form your own opinions about topics that 
affect us all. If current affairs interest you, if you have a 
point of view and are not afraid to share it, and you 
want to keep yourself informed about recent political 
developments then this could well be the course for 
you!  

Click here to view our presentation. 

https://vimeo.com/475905040/d4a2fa28a5
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PSYCHOLOGY (AQA) 

What does this course involve?  
The full A Level requires students to sit three 2 hour examinations at the  
end of the two year course which are each worth 33.3 per cent of the  
overall A Level grade. 
 
Areas of study for year 1 of the A Level qualification: 
 Social Psychology. What will people do in order to fit in with social 

norms?  Will people obey orders and give electric shocks to another person?  How can people  
 resist pressures to conform and obey authority?  How is social change brought about? Zimbardo’s 

prison study. 
 Cognitive Psychology. The nature of memory and how memory works. How can we improve 

memory?  Are memories reliable, e.g. can we convict someone of a crime as the result of             
eyewitness testimony?  What are the types of long term memory do we have? Why do we forget? 

 Psychopathology. What is abnormality and how do we define it?  The behavioural approach to 
explaining Phobias, OCD and Depression. How do we treat Phobias using behavioural techniques? 
How do we treat OCD using Biological techniques? How do we treat Depression using Cognitive 
techniques?  

 Developmental Psychology.  Why do babies form attachments?  Do these affect their relationships 
as adults?  Can lack of an attachment lead to psychopathy?  How does deprivation/time in an   

 orphanage affect a child’s attachment? What are the stages of attachment? 
 Research Methods.  How do psychologists design and carry out research into human behaviour? 

What are the ethical issues given to Psychologists by the BPS? Introduction to statistical testing and 
10% mathematical skills. 

 Biopsychology.  Divisions of the nervous system. Structure and function of sensory, relay and   
 motor neurons. The role of neurotransmitters. The function of the endocrine system. The fight or 

flight response.  
 Approaches in Psychology.  The emergence of Psychology as a science, the Learning, Behavioural, 

Cognitive, Biological, Psychodynamic and Humanistic approaches to explaining behaviour. 
 
In year 2, the additional topics are taught: 
 Relationships.  Evolutionary explanations for partner preferences, factors affecting attraction in 

romantic relationships, theories of romantic relationships, virtual relationships and Para social     
 relationships. 
 Eating Behaviour.  Evolutionary explanations of food preferences, neural & hormonal influences 

on eating behaviour, biological & psychological explanations for anorexia & obesity, the success & 
failure of dieting. 

 Forensic Psychology.  Offender profiling, biological & psychological explanations of offending    
 behaviour, dealing with offender behaviour through custodial sentencing, behaviour modification, 

anger management and restorative justice programmes.  
 Biopsychology.  Localisation and function of the brain,  language centres, Broca’s and Wernicke’s 

area, split brain research. Plasticity and recovery of the brain after trauma. 
 Research Methods.  Case studies, reliability, validity, features of science, reporting on                
 Psychological investigations, content analysis, levels of measurement and statistical testing. 
 Issues and Debates in Psychology.  Gender and culture in Psychology, free will and determinism, 

the nature vs. nurture debate, holism and reductionism, idiographic and nomothetic approaches to 
psychological investigation, ethical implications of research studies. 
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PSYCHOLOGY (CONTINUED) 

How should students approach learning in Psychology? 
To study A level Psychology, students must demonstrate an aptitude for intellectual enquiry; the             
investigational nature of the subject requires students to be able to critically analyse evidence for and 
against an argument.  An ability to express ideas clearly, essay writing skills and mathematical skills are 
essential to the course. 
 
What opportunities are available to you after completing this course? 
The course is suitable for any student who wishes to study Psychology or a related course at degree       
level.  The A level is also useful for any career which involves working with people e.g. management, 
teaching, nursing, social work, the police etc.  
 
Extra curricular trips are also available within the subject. These include: 
 Serial killers talk 
 Escape room experience 
 Shepton Mallet prison tour 

Click here to view our presentation. 

https://vimeo.com/475906132/3d589474a8
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SPORT—LEVEL 3 CTEC EXTENDED DIPLOMA IN SPORT AND PHYSICAL 

ACTIVITY DEVELOPMENT (OCR CAMBRIDGE) (3 A LEVEL EQUIVALENT) 

The chosen course for Year 12 students who wish to study PE 
across three option columns in the 6th form will be the new 
OCR Cambridge Technical Extended Diploma in Sport and 
Physical Activity Development.  This course is similar in many 
ways to the previous level 3 BTEC sport course that we      
delivered in that it is a course that is the equivalent of 3 A 
levels, is recognised widely by employers and universities and 
therefore it has UCAS points awarded based on the grade 
achieved.  It is graded at PPP (3 x Pass) at the lowest level up 
to D*D*D* (3 x Distinction*) at the highest level.  P is roughly 
equivalent to an E grade A level, merit (M) to a C grade A  
level, D to an A grade A level and D* as an A* grade A level.  
It is possible to receive an unclassified grade should a student 
fail to get at least a pass on any one of the units. It combines 
theoretical learning with a vocational context.  Unlike        
previous BTEC courses in the 6th form, there are now  
external exams for some units of the course. 

The course is made up of 17 different and varied units covering a whole range of sports knowledge and 
expertise (see programme outline overleaf).  Four of the units are examined via a formal, externally set 
and marked exam in traditional format sat in the exam hall on a specified date and time.  The remaining 
units are assessed via internally set and marked assessments that students complete both in lessons and 
in non-contact time utilising all their notes and resources provided by the teacher. These assessments will 
only be set once the teacher is satisfied that the student has the best chance of passing them.  They will 
be made up of a number of smaller tasks, some of which specifically address the pass criteria, some the 
merit criteria and some the distinction level criteria.  A student must meet all the pass criteria in a unit to 
achieve a pass overall for that section of the course.  In order to gain a merit for the unit all pass and all 
merit criteria must be achieved and similarly to achieve distinction all pass, all merit and all distinction 
criteria have to be met.  Students may not have unlimited attempts at the internal assessments but are 
allowed one second attempt if they fall short on the first go. 
 
Course Structure 
The course is split into 13 mandatory units worth 78% of the overall qualification and another 4 optional 
units making up the remainder.  The optional units will be selected by the school and all students will  
follow the same options choices.  Four of the mandatory units have external assessments (a change from 
older courses).  Unit 1 (Body Systems and the Effects of Physical Activity) has a formal 90-minute exam 
which will be sat in June of Year 12.  Unit 3 (Sports Organisation and Development) has a 1 hour written 
paper sat in January of Year 13.  Unit 4 (Working Safely in Sport Exercise and Health) has a 90 minute  
paper sat in June of Year 12.  Unit 21 (the Business of Sport) has a 90 minute exam sat in June of Year 13.  
Unit 11 is assessed by an assignment set by the exam board, marked by school staff and moderated by 
the exam board.  Students are allowed one re-sit of each external assessment if needed. 
 
For the remaining 12 units, students must produce work (usually in written format) showing they can 
demonstrate the assessment criteria for that unit.  There will usually be three or four quite large  
assessment tasks for each module.  These are written by the school and both internally moderated and 
externally sampled to ensure both rigour and accurate marking.  Assessment tasks will be larger than 
those used in BTEC courses in key stage 4 and will be greater in number. 
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SPORT—LEVEL 3 CTEC EXTENDED DIPLOMA (CONTINUED) 

 
 

The course will run over three option columns.  A small amount of time will be spent on practical          
activities, but this varies from week to week.  There is only ONE module of practical sport that is assessed 
however.  Students on this course will share some of their lessons with those that have opted to take the 
OCR Cambridge Technical Extended Certificate in one option column. 

Course Content 
The course is likely to be delivered as shown in the table above.  Mandatory units are underlined and     
externally assessed units have an exam date shown.  
 
Who should take this course? 
Students do not have to have studied sport at level 2 BTEC or GCSE level to take this course although it 
would be an advantage to have done so.  It is normally expected that students will have achieved a grade 
5 or higher in English and science.   
 
This course will suit students considering going onto higher education to study sport or students who will 
be looking for employment in the industry upon finishing the course.  Although there are only four units 
assessed by external exams, students will have to be committed to maintaining an excellent work ethic 
throughout two years of the course since there is a huge amount of assessed written work to be            
completed over the course.  They will also need to have developed good independent study skills to     
maximise their study time outside of lessons. Students need to be organised, disciplined and able to     
manage their time well and they must complete their own guided research and use class notes and other 
resources provided to meet assessment tasks at the first attempt. 
 
Link to the OCR website giving further information about the course: https://ocr.org.uk/Images/258722-
centre-handbook-diplomas.pdf 

  Year 12 Year 13 

Weekly break-

down 

Staff 

No: 

Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Staff Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 

Lesson 1 of week 1 Unit 2 Sports Coaching 

90 GLH 

1 Unit 18 Practical Sport 

60 GLH Lesson 2 of week 1 1 

Lesson 3 of week 2 Unit 1 Body Systems 

90 GLH 

June Exam 

Unit 3 Sports 

Organisations 

(part 1) 

60 GLH 

  

2 Unit 3 Sports 

Organisa-

tions (part 2) 

60 GLH 

Jan Exam 

Unit 17 Sports Injuries 

60 GLH 

Lesson 4 of week 2 2 

Lesson 5 of week 2 Unit 4 Working Safely in 

Sport 

90 GLH 

June Exam 

Unit 20 Sport 

and Exercise 

Sociology 

60 GLH 

1 Unit 19 Sport Psychology 

60 GLH 

  

Unit 5            

Performance 

Analysis 

60 GLH 

Lesson 6 of week 2 1 

Lesson 7 of week 2 1 

Lesson 8 of week 3 Unit 7 Improving        

Fitness 

60 GLH 

Unit 13 Health 

and Fitness 

Testing 

60 GLH 

4 Unit 14 Working in Active 

Leisure 

60 GLH 

Unit 21 The 

Business of 

Sport 

90 GLH 

June Exam 

Lesson 9 of week 3 4 

Lesson 10 of week 3 4 

Lesson 11 & 12 of 

week 

5 Unit 8 Organising Sports 

Activities 

60 GLH 

Unit 11 Physi-

cal Activity 

for Specific 

Groups 

30 GLH 

6 Unit 10 Biomechanics 

60 GLH 

Unit 12     

Nutrition 

30 GLH 
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SPORT—LEVEL 3 CTEC EXTENDED CERTIFICATE IN SPORT AND     

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY DEVELOPMENT (1 A LEVEL EQUIVALENT) 

In addition to the Extended Diploma in Sport which covers three option choices, there is an opportunity 
to study a vocational sports course that takes up one option choice in the 6th form.  This will be the new 
OCR Cambridge Technical Extended Certificate in Sport and Physical Activity Development.  This course is 
the same as the OCR Cambridge Technical Extended Diploma worth three A levels, however it is made up 
of far fewer units.  It is recognised widely by employers and universities and therefore it has UCAS points 
awarded based on the grade achieved.  It is graded at P (Pass) at the lowest level up to D* (Distinction*) 
at the highest level.  P is roughly equivalent to an E grade A level, merit (M) to a C grade A level, D to an A 
grade A level and D* as an A* grade A level.  It is possible to receive an unclassified grade should a  
student fail to get at least a pass on any one of the units. It combines theoretical learning with a  
vocational context. Unlike previous vocational sport courses in the 6th form there are now external  
exams for some units of the course. 
 
The course is made up of 5 varied units covering a range of sports knowledge and expertise (see           
programme outline below).  Two of the units are examined via a formal, externally set and marked exam 
in traditional format sat in the exam hall on a specified date and time.  The remaining units are assessed 
via internally set and marked assessments that students complete both in lessons and in non-contact time 
utilising all their notes and resources provided by the teacher. These assessments will only be set once 
the teacher is satisfied that the student has the best chance of passing them.  They will be made up of a 
number of smaller tasks, some of which specifically address the pass criteria, some the merit criteria and 
some the distinction level criteria.  A student must meet all the pass criteria in a unit to achieve a pass 
overall for that section of the course.  In order to gain a merit for the unit all pass and all merit criteria 
must be achieved and similarly to achieve distinction, all pass, all merit and all distinction criteria have to 
be met.  Students may not have unlimited attempts at the internal assessments but are allowed one  
second attempt if they fall short on the first go. 
 
Course Structure 
The course is split into 3 mandatory units worth 67% of the overall qualification and another 2 optional 
units making up the remainder.  The optional units will be selected by the school and all students will   
follow the same options choices.  Two of the mandatory units have external assessments (a change from 
older courses).  Unit 1 (Body Systems and the Effects of Physical Activity) has a formal 90-minute exam 
which will be sat in June of year 12.  Unit 3 (Sports Organisation and Development) has a 1 hour written 
paper sat in January of year 13.  Students are allowed one re-sit of each external assessment if needed. 
 
For the remaining 2 units, students must produce work (usually in written format) showing they can 
demonstrate the assessment criteria for that unit.  There will usually be three or four quite large            
assessment tasks for each module.  These are written by the school and both internally moderated and 
externally sampled to ensure both rigour and accurate marking.  Assessment tasks will be larger than 
those used in BTEC courses in key stage 4 and will be greater in number. 
 
The course will run over one option column.  A small amount of time will be spent on practical activities, 
but this varies from week to week.  There is only ONE module of practical sport that is assessed however.  
Students on this course will share lessons with those that have opted to take the OCR Cambridge  
Technical Extended Diploma in three option columns. 

Click here to view our presentation. 

https://vimeo.com/646450624/f2f0f67e71
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SPORT—LEVEL 3 CTEC EXTENDED CERTIFICATE (CONTINUED) 

Course Content 
The course is likely to be delivered as shown in the table below.  Mandatory units are underlined and ex-
ternally assessed units have an exam date shown.  

Who should take this course? 
Students do not have to have studied sport at level 2 BTEC or GCSE level to take this course although it 
would be an advantage to have done so.  It is normally expected that students will have achieved a grade 
5 or higher in English and science.   
 
This course will suit students who have an interest in sport whether or not they are considering going on-
to higher education to study the subject or work in the industry.  Although there are only two units as-
sessed by external exams, students will have to be committed to maintaining an excellent work ethic 
throughout two years of the course since there is a large amount of assessed written work to be com-
pleted over the course.  They will also need to have developed good independent study skills to maxim-
ise their study time outside of lessons. 
 
Students need to be organised, disciplined and able to manage their time well and they must complete 
their own guided research and use class notes and other resources provided to meet assessment tasks at 
the first attempt. 

  Year 12 Year 13 

Weekly 

breakdown 

Staff Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Staff Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 

Lesson 1 of 1 Unit 2 Sports Coaching 

90 GLH 

1 Unit 18 Practical Sport 

60 GLH 
Lesson 2 of 1 1 

Lesson 3 & 4 

of week 

2 Unit 1 Body Systems 

90 GLH 

June Exam 

Unit 3 Sports 

Organisations 

(part 1) 

60 GLH 

  

2 Unit 3 Sports 

Organisations 

(part 2) 

60 GLH 

Jan Exam 

Unit 17 Sports Injuries 

60 GLH 
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SIXTH FORM ENRICHMENT 

PROGRAMME 

 
Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme 
This can provide you with a number of skills which can show universities and employers that you have 
made a commitment to a programme and followed it through. The scheme does not only include the  
outdoor expedition, but also aspects of community service like running a bronze team, doing something 
physical and skills improvement. 
 
The scheme aims to provide participants with an enjoyable, challenging and rewarding programme of  
personal and team development.   It is a personal challenge and not a competition. When you decide to 
take part in the award it is on a voluntary basis, so you, the participant, must allocate the time to        
complete each section in your own time. 
 
The Blue School Ten Tors Challenge 
Ten Tors is a weekend activity on Dartmoor over a weekend at the start of May in which teams of         
students, scouts or Cadets walk (or run) a large distance over the Moor unsupported but supervised by 
the Army in the South West.   There are over 2500 entrants each year.  Before attempting the Challenge 
in May, the teams will have trained and camped on Dartmoor and will have walked routes on Dartmoor 
and the Mendips.   
 
Volunteering 
All students in Years 12 and 13 are asked to volunteer either in school or in the local community. We have 
an extensive list of roles within the school, or students may facilitate their own placement. The benefits 
of volunteering are proven to be enormous for students and our community. The right role can help to 
reduce stress, find friends, reach out to the community, learn new skills, and advance a career. Giving to 
others can also help protect our mental and physical health. Students can collect a Volunteering booklet 
from the Sixth Form Centre, get started with the relevant member of staff who will help support, then 
begin to log their hours and achieve accreditation in the form of V10, V20 or V 30 certificates according to 
the amount of hours volunteered.  
 
Sport 
A range of activities and opportunities are available within The Blue School.  Students will have the        
opportunity to take part in a number of sports including: 
 Football 
 Hockey 
 Cricket  
 Rounders  
 Tennis 
 Athletics 
 Netball 
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SIXTH FORM ENRICHMENT PROGRAMME (C0NTINUED) 

The Blue School is committed to providing opportunities for students which prepare them for their      
future pathway and tailoring these to individual needs. We are constantly reviewing and exploring      
options to offer students which complement their learning. We aim to develop skills and attributes that 
they can evidence from the super-curriculum which have an element of transferability such that any  
university or employer will look for them. 
 
Blue School Council 
All students have the opportunity to join the school’s thriving School Council, giving the chance to       
develop leadership skills within an established and supportive framework.  Students can gain hands on 
experience of planning, budgeting, pitching and running projects as part of a team and the BSC are      
always looking for new ideas and new members. 
 
In addition, students have the opportunity to create and run their own clubs/societies.  Examples could 
include: debating, chess, environmental groups.   
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THE EXTENDED PROJECT QUALIFICATION 

The Extended Project Qualification 
What does this course involve? 
 
All students who join The Blue School Sixth Form will be expected to take       
part in at least one additional activity. The aim of this is to ensure that  
during the two years, students have engaged with a range of subjects  
and experiences which will support them with the next phase of their  
adult life. Some students will complete the Extended Project  
Qualification (EPQ) as part of this. 
 
The EPQ is a Level 3 course which requires students to create a research project, involving a high degree 
of planning, preparation and autonomous working.  The projects that students complete will differ by 
subject, but all will require persistence over time and research skills to explore a subject independently 
in considerable depth. 
 
The EPQ can be completed in a range of different formats to benefit the student or area of chosen study.  
Many students will choose to complete an extended essay (5000 words) but it could also be a musical or 
dramatic composition, report, experiment or artefact.   
Students will be assessed on 3 compulsory elements: 
 Product (essay or artefact) 
 Production Log 
 Presentation 
 
Each student will receive a supervisor who will guide them through the taught skills element of the 
course. 
 
Following a period of reform in post-16 education, the EPQ has become a highly regarded qualification 
that supplements and enhances a student’s main programme of study.  The EPQ has many proven      
benefits including: 
 Enhancing students’ UCAS applications and potentially helping them to meet the conditions of a 

university place offer as it is worth extra points. 
 The opportunity to produce a piece of work that’s truly individual and says something about them 

as a person, whether it’s a written research report, event or creative artefact. 
 Demonstrating enthusiasm and knowledge to universities about the subject they are applying to 

study. 
 Proving to future employers that they are self-motivated with useful skills in their chosen field. 
 Producing a portfolio which they can be proud of and help them start to think about their future. 
 
The EPQ is worth a maximum of 28 UCAS points, slightly more than an AS level, as the A* grade is availa-
ble for the EPQ.  Additionally, research has shown that the transferable skills gained from completing 
EPQ can improve grades in students’ main programme of study. 
 
Many Universities and Higher Apprenticeships publish in their literature that they welcome applications 
from students who have taken EPQ as it demonstrates evidence of motivation to explore a subject in 
greater depth, as well as an opportunity for further development of analytical, critical thinking and      
independent research skills.  Some universities make a ‘discounted’ offer when students complete the 
EPQ, eg an offer of AAA or AAB and an A in EPQ.  EPQ demonstrates to employers that students can work 
to deadlines, manage workloads and work autonomously. 
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CAREERS 

“Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to those who prepare for it today.”       
                Malcolm X. 
 
Throughout your time in the Sixth Form, you will have many opportunities to explore all the options open 
to you on completion of your course.  Whatever your interests and ideas for the future, our dedicated  
careers team will be able to help.  We can offer: 
 
 Targeted information, advice and guidance. 
 Support for both specific choices and general information. 
 Experienced, independent Careers Advisers available in school for individual appointments and 

group workshops. 
 Higher Education Consultant leads workshops on University/Degree Choices, Oxbridge, Medicine, 

Law, Art & Design, Vet Sciences (other subjects as required). 
 Higher Education Information Evening for Parents (July). 
 Careers staff support Sixth Form mentoring programme. 
 Assistance with work experience and volunteer placements to support career progression. 
 Guest speakers from education and industry throughout the year. 
 Visits to the Higher Education Convention, Higher Education campuses and business establish-

ments. 
 Careers Resources Area with variety of research materials, software programmes and prospectuses. 
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2019 GCE ADVANCED LEVEL RESULTS ACHIEVED BY STUDENTS AT END OF YEAR 13 (%) 

SUBJECT Entries A* A B C D E U 

Art 8 25 50 25 0 0 0 0 

Biology 23 8.7 30.4 13 17.4 21.7 8.7 0 

Chemistry 24 8.3 33.3 33.3 8.3 8.3 8.3 0 

Design and Technology 15 0 26.7 53.3 6.7 6.7 6.7 0 

Drama 13 0 7.7 46.2 15.4 7.7 15.4 7.7 

Economics 11 0 9.1 27.3 45.5 18.2 0 0 

English Literature 7 14.3 57.1 14.3 14.3 0 0 0 

French 1 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Geography 8 0 0 37.5 25 12.5 25 0 

German 2 0 0 50 50 0 0 0 

History 28 0 17.9 53.6 17.9 10.7 0 0 

Mathematics 34 11.8 29.4 26.5 8.8 14.7 2.9 5.9 

Mathematics (Further) 9 22.2 55.6 11.1 0 11.1 0 0 

Music 5 0 0 0 0 40 40 20 

Physics 16 18.8 18.8 12.5 18.8 18.8 0 12.5 

Psychology 34 5.9 17.6 17.6 32.4 14.7 11.8 0 

Religious Studies 25 4 16 48 20 12 0 0 

Spanish 2 0 0 50 50 0 0 0 

Textiles 9 22.2 44.4 22.2 11.1 0 0 0 

SIXTH FORM EXAMINATION RESULTS 2019 

2019 BTEC RESULTS ACHIEVED BY STUDENTS AT END OF YEAR 13 (%) 

SUBJECT Students D* D M P U 
Total 

Grades 

Business 13  0 0  53.8 38.5 7.7  39 

Catering 2  0 0  66.7 0  0  3 

Health & Social Care 7 42.9 57.1 0 0 0 21 

IT Single Award 3 66.7 0 33.3 0 0 3 

Sport 10 83.3 16.7 0 0 0 30 

2019 GCE ADVANCED LEVEL & BTEC COMBINED RESULTS ACHIEVED AT END OF YEAR 13 (%) 

  Entries A* A B C D E U 

Overall 330 17.6 25.2 25.2 15.2 10.3 4.8 1.8 

Due to Covid-19, no public examinations have taken place in 2020 or 2021 and results have been awarded using 

other methods of assessment.  Results for these two years have not been nationally published.  Below are the 

last set of results obtained by students via examinations. 


